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Graph Databases

A graph within graph databases is based on graph theory.  

• Nodes represent entities or instances such as people, businesses, 
accounts, or any other item to be tracked. They are roughly the 
equivalent of the record, relation or row in a relational database, or 
MySQL item 

• Relationships, are the lines that connect nodes to other nodes; 
representing the relationship between them. Meaningful patterns 
emerge when examining the connections and interconnections of 
nodes, properties and relationships. Relationships are the key 
concept in graph databases, representing an abstraction that is 
not directly implemented in a relational model like SQL 

• Properties are germane information to nodes. For example, if 
Wikipedia were one of the nodes, it might be tied to properties 
such as website, reference material, or words that starts with the 
letter w, depending on which aspects of Wikipedia are germane to 
a given database. 



Graph Databases

In 2009 Facebook gave up using their MySQL storage and moved 
to a graph structure 

Nodes: people, places, groups 
Node properties: name, age, etc 
Relationships: membership, known since

A directed graph: relationships depend on direction

Graph for our purposes will be much simpler!



2-point 3-point 4-point

• The computational expensive part of measuring higher order statistics is 
in making sure the distances between data points satisfy our specific 
criteria i.e. r1, r2, r3, etc  

• However we notice that all higher order statistics are just complex 
combinations 2-point statistics 
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So rather than treat data positions as the important feature, rather treat 
each data pair (relationship) as the main information!

Graph Database solution for  
Galaxy Clustering statistics 
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A

RelationshipThis is a Node

Neighbour list can be 
obtained quickly 
using a kd-tree 
algorithm

Rmax

Each galaxy (or 
random) point is a 
node which may have 
relationships to there 
nodes

For our purposes the 
relationship information 
is the distance to 
neighbours within Rmax



Node A

Neighbour i

Neighbour j

Neighbour N

1. relative distance 
2. relative los angle 
3. unique id

Node B

Node Ndata

1. # of neighbours (N) 
2. Galaxy or Random 
3. weight (e.g. FKP, etc) 
4. buffer region flag

properties

propertiesrelationships

Graph Database Structure
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Node A

Neighbour i: ID

Neighbour j: ID

Neighbour N: ID

Node B

Neighbour i: ID

Neighbour j: ID

Neighbour M: ID

Match lists on  
unique ID

Unique ID i

Unique ID j

Unique ID N

Find remaining triplet  
attributes

R1=A : i : dist 
R2=B : j : dist 
R3=A : UniqueID : dist

DDD(R1,R2,R3)++

Query Graph: 3PCF
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Query Graph: 3PCF

The intersection of two 
sets (A,B) contains a list 
of points, C, that will 
complete the triangle 
A,B,C such that, 
0<R1,R2,R3<Rmax

The intersection must 
be computed ~ N2 
times! 

For 2 ordered lists, the 
intersection can be 
computed very quickly!



Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node NSpawn N MPI 
processes

OpenMP threading CPU 1 CPU 2 CPU N

Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node NReduce OMP arrays 
for each node/domain

Collect MPI arrays 
and output

Master 
Node

Domain decomposition 
is precomputed
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BAO in the 3-point function
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Taking the SDSS CMASS 
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We look at equilateral 
triangles  

We see evidence of the 
BAO peak
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4-point correlation function
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Node A

Neighbour i

Neighbour j

Neighbour N

1. relative distance 
2. relative los angle 
3. unique id

1.# of neighbours (N) 
2. Galaxy or Random 
3. weight (e.g. FKP, etc) 
4. buffer region flag 
5. Galaxy Type 
6. Magnitudes 
7. Spectral Features 
8. Local Environment 
9. ….. 
10. …..

properties

propertiesrelationships

Graph Database Structure

We can do correlation and cross-
correlations with any property we 
can think of at no additional cost

Graph Database for exploring new 
quantities in galaxy evolution, cosmology



Example: lets look at counting data pairs while weighting 
by galaxy luminosity

Graph Database for exploring new 
quantities in galaxy evolution, cosmology

• Query the database for all relationships where rmin<r<rmax 
• Count that pair weighted by its absolute luminosity 
• Compare with unclustered random points 
• Compute the usual Landy-Szalay estimator for the 2pCF 
• But what does it mean? What information does it contain?

Figure 6: Comparision of the model (left) and data (right). The Upper figures show ⇠l and ⇠n, with
error bars. The lower figures show the difference ⇠l � ⇠n. The theoretical predictions were computed
with values of the model parameters (b1 = 1.82, b2 = 0.22 and b3 = 26) which will have to be adjusted
to match the best-fit parameters.
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Following the theoretical work of Barkana & Loeb 2010 
We develop a model for the luminosity weighted 
correlation function of galaxies:

Graph Database for exploring new 
quantities in galaxy evolution, cosmology

amplitude of compensated isocurvature perturbations
(CIPs).
The measurement of the scale dependence of δb=δtot

requires one to compare observable tracers of δtot and δb. In
this Letter, we follow and extend [11] the proposal of
Barkana and Loeb [12] (BL11); i.e., we use the number
density δn of galaxies as a tracer of the total matter density
fluctuation δtot and the absolute luminosity density of
galaxies δL as a tracer of the baryonic density fluctuation
δb. The idea is as follows: The number density fluctuations
δn are driven by the underlying total matter density
fluctuation δtot, with a bias (i.e., ratio) bn;t, which should
be approximately constant on large scales. On the other
hand, an area with a higher baryonic mass fraction δb=δtot
than average is expected to produce more stars per unit total
mass, hence, more luminous matter, and to result in
galaxies with a lower mass-to-light ratio. As a result, the
luminosity-weighted density fluctuation, δL, traces a com-
bination of δtot and δb. Therefore, the scale dependence of
δb=δtot induced by BAOs should translate into a scale
dependence of δL=δn.
Predictions.—BL11 provide a model for the tracers δn

and δL of the quantities of interest δb and δtot

δn ¼ ðbn;t þ CbL;t þ CbL;Δ½rðkÞ − rlss&Þδtot; ð1Þ

δL ¼ ðbn;t þ ð1þDÞbL;t þ ð1þDÞbL;Δ½rðkÞ − rlss&Þδtot:
ð2Þ

Within this model, bias factors bn;t and bL;t reflect the
dependency of the number density and mean luminosity
fluctuations on the underlying matter density fluctuation
[13]. The mean luminosity fluctuations are also affected
separately by the baryon fluctuations because the lumi-
nosity depends on the gas fraction in haloes, which itself
depends—through the nonlinear process of halo collapse—
on the baryon fraction of the surroundings. The parameter
bL;Δ quantifies the effect we search for: It is an effective
bias factor that measures the overall dependence of galaxy
luminosity on the underlying difference Δ between the
baryon and total density fluctuations; C and D quantify
effects emerging in surveys where the observed sample is
flux limited (which introduces additional dependences on
galaxy luminosity); and rðkÞ is the fractional baryon
deviation rðkÞ ¼ δb=δtot − 1, which can be predicted from
the initial power spectra, and which approaches a constant
(i.e., scale-independent though redshift-dependent) value
rlss on scales below the BAOs. Equations (1) and (2) refer
to amplitudes at a given wave number k of Fourier-
decomposed fluctuation fields.
Compensated isocurvature perturbations.—The meas-

urement of the relation between dark matter and baryons is
related to the search for CIPs [14]. Measurements of
primordial density perturbations are consistent with adia-
batic initial conditions, for which the ratios of neutrino,

photon, baryon and CDM energy densities are initially
spatially constant. Indeed, the simplest inflationary models
predict adiabatic fluctuations [15,16]. However, more
complex inflationary scenarios [17–19] predict fluctuations
in the relative number densities of different species, known
as isocurvature perturbations. Cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB) temperature anisotropies limit a matter
versus radiation isocurvature mode to a few percent of
the adiabatic modes [20]. CIPs, however, are, specifically,
perturbations in the baryon density δb that are compensated
for by corresponding fluctuations in the CDM δCDM (so that
the total density is unchanged).
Such fluctuations are hard to detect, since gravity (and its

effect on everything from galaxy numbers to CMB fluc-
tuations) only depends on the total density. The uniformity
of the baryon fraction of galaxy clusters [21] gives an upper
limit on CIPs corresponding to Δcl < 7.7%, where Δcl is
the rms fluctuation in the baryon to the CDM density ratio
on galaxy cluster scales. Nonlinear effects on the CMB give
a similar current limit, Δcl < 11% [14]. These constraints
may be improved with future cosmological 21-cm absorp-
tion observations [22]. In this Letter, we added possible
CIPs to the BL11 model under the standard assumption of a
scale-invariant power spectrum for this field.
Model in terms of correlation function.—The observable

quantities in galaxy surveys are not the fluctuations δn and
δL but rather the two point statistics of such tracers, namely,
the power spectrum or the two-point correlation function
(2PCF). We reformulate the observational proposal of
BL11 in terms of the 2PCF, defined as

ξðx; yÞ≡ 1

2π2

Z
k2PðkÞj0ðksÞdk; ð3Þ

where s ¼ jx − yj and PðkÞ is the matter power spectrum
defined by hδðkÞδðk0Þi≡PðkÞδDðk − k0Þ. Following the
notation of BL11, we find that the observable 2PCFs ξn (of
the galaxy number density) and ξL (of the galaxy lumi-
nosity density) can be expressed with three theoretically
predicted functions, ξtot, ξadd, and ξCIP, the set of five BL11
parameters from Eqs. (1) and (2) and the parameter B CIP
(which determines the amplitude of CIPs). Defining total
effective bias parameters B n;t¼bn;tþCbL;t, B n;Δ ¼ CbL;Δ,
B L;t ¼ bn;t þ ð1þDÞbL;t, and B L;Δ ¼ ð1þDÞbL;Δ, our
model equations are

ξn ¼ B2
n;tξtot þ2B n;tB n;Δξadd þ B2

n;ΔB CIPξ̂CIP; ð4Þ

ξL ¼ B2
L;tξtot þ2B L;tB L;Δξadd þ B2

L;ΔB CIPξ̂CIP; ð5Þ

where (unlike the other ξ terms) we have separated ξCIP into
its shape ξ̂CIP and its amplitude B CIP. In order to model the
correlation functions, we begin with linear perturbation
theory, for which ξtotðsÞ is given by Eq. (3),

PRL 116, 201302 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
20 MAY 2016

201302-2

This equation has dependence on:  
• A linear bias with dark matter 
• large scale clustering of baryons, 

potentially a new quantity to consider 
in galaxy evolution 

• Compensated Isocurvature 
Perturbations (CIP) between baryons 
and dark matter in the early universe

Looking at spatial cross-correlations 
with different quantities unlocks new 
physical interpretation of the data

M. T. Soumagnac, R. Barkana, C. G. Sabiu, A. Loeb, et.al PRL 2016 
M. T. Soumagnac, C. G. Sabiu, R. Barkana, and J. Yoo     MNRAS 2019




Conclusions
• We introduce a new clustering algorithm, soon publicly available 

under a GNU public release licence  

• GRAph Made Statistics for Cosmological Information: GRAMSCI 
available soon from:  http://bitbucket.org/csabiu/gramsci 

• GRAMSCI performs much better than purely tree based approaches  

• We show the performance by measuring all possible 3pCF unto and 
beyond the BAO scale with current SDSS BOSS data 

• We make the first measurements of the 4-point function of SDSS 
galaxies 

• We show the flexibility of adopting a Big Data Analytic approach. 
As an example the luminosity-number density cross correlation has 
the potential to unlock new information in the galaxy data that 
depends on baryonic physics and compensated isocurvature 
originating in the very early Universe. 

 
Thank You 감사합니다

v1 out soon!

http://bitbucket.org/csabiu/gramsci

